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DEWEY
Learning looks a heckuva lot different
than it used to. Today’s learners Just
Say No to boring rows of desks and

instructors who blather on for hours.

Instead, they thrive in flexible spaces

that are collaborative, project-driven,
tech-savvy, work-ready, and always
up for what’s next—just like Dewey.
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C O N F I G U R AT I O N S
Flexibility is Dewey’s middle name
(well, not officially, of course). Designed
to be in the moment but always have
an eye for the future, Dewey is a cinch
to move, arrange, and rearrange for
any setting or group dynamic.
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DEWEY
TEAMWORK = DREAMWORK
Whether they’re killing it at a university hackathon
or showing a project brief who’s boss, teams
need collaborative setups that allow them to
get together, get creative, and get ‘er done.
Dewey is both dynamic and durable.
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TEACHER’S PET
Even the most capable crew needs someone
to steer the ship—and that someone needs
the right tools to help them perform like
a pro. Dewey’s Helpdesks and Lecterns
check all the boxes: they’re tech-savvy,
storage-smart, and ready to roll.
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DEWEY

GO SOLO
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Sometimes “solo” is the best way to go.
With a number of accessories at the ready,
Dewey supports heads down, focused work,
whether at the office or in a testing space.

DOUBLE
DUTY
Why settle for just one
purpose in life when you can
crush several simultaneously?
Dewey’s ultra-flexible, ultracollaborative statement of
line includes bookshelves
that serve double-duty as
space dividers, technology
carts that both display and
store equipment, and mobile
whiteboards that track
ideas in one space, then
roll with you to the next.
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DEWEY OVERVIEW
For more information including product dimensions, variations, options and
accessories, visit our complete Dewey specification guide at www.surfaceworks.us.

TA B L E S

C-Leg
Training Table

T-Leg
Training Table

X-Base
Companion Table

6-Top
Collaboration Table

LECTERN AND BUDDY

Lectern

Lectern
with Storage

Buddy
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BUILDING YOUR TABLES

HELPDESK, MEDIA CABINET AND BOOKSHELF

Helpdesk

Helpdesk
with Storage

Media Cabinet

Bookshelf

Connection Cart
Full Length

Connection Cart
Half Length

CONNECTION CARTS

Connection Cart
Tech Supporting
Closed Storage

Connection Cart
Tech Supporting
Open Storage

